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About This Game

Plot

Black River is a Survival-Horror RPG where you ultimately have to turn the table on those who want to harm you. It is not about
escaping the village of Black River, it's about putting an end to its misery.

Play as Leah, a young woman who wakes up in a mysterious village with no recollection of how she came to be there. Sooner
than later she realizes every horror thought to never be encountered are there to haunt her. Something sinister hides behind the

curtains of Black River, shed light on it and triumph over it.

Features

- Explore a dark, atmospheric village haunted by unnameable creatures.

- Discover the secrets of Black River, down to the deepest flaws of it's very villagers.

- Stay alive.

- Music by:
http://steamcommunity.com/id/geoffmooremusic/
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Title: Black River
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Thorne Games
Publisher:
Thorne Games
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2017
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. Rating: 2 out of 10

The boring trading with one caravan (like in Sid Meier's Pirates) while travelling between citites reminds me of the game
"Bounty Train".
The combat in Bounty Train was already bad, but the table top like dice gameplay, which is used here for combat and trading is
absolutely terrible.
Ant the rest of the gameplay is not good enough to make the game any better.

Pros:
+ mixing trade (Sid Meier's Pirates-like) and RPG elements
+ unusual game setting (oriental folk)
+ nice art style fitting to the oriental setting

cons:
- unimmersive, repetitive and boring dice gameplay (combat and trade)
- did not register some mouseclicks (and always needed two clicks with gamepad)
- boring slow travel and screen-transitions. A clear example of one excellent and fun and addictive game that is meant to be
played online with other people...except there is no one online...which is absurd since game is great!
Cute visuals, simple and intuitive gameplay, lots of weapons and all kinds of mods (from FFA, CTF, TD... even a soccer
version!).
Sure you can play it versus bots (they are decent opponents) and there are lots of mini-games...but it just feels wrong not to play
it versus live persons...

Too bad...still, game is great so thumbs up!. This game is unplayable. It's play speed appears to be based on the frame rate,
which is not limited, so it is essentially unplayable on my system.

Ever try to play the arcade game in Final Fantasy VII on a PC before they patched it. It's that bad.

This was a complete waste of money.. I played this for 10 minutes before it said 'Play again?' Am I right assuming the game is
only 10 minutes long? Racing along a 3d tube is pretty uninspiring, unoriginal and very nauseating. I bought this on the back of
playing the free demo 'In Mind' which was reasonable, but this is pretty bad. The voice over is terribly cheesy and not necessary
too. I expected much more for the price.. Classic children's game. I loved it.. This documentary is well done and I really enjoyed
hearing the story from the perspective of the engineers, designers and people who grew up playing what they made. I managed
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to meet a few of these people during my career and for Christmas my wife bought me the Arcade1UP Atari Deluxe edition that
has games featured in the documentary. It was really nice to watch this, replay some of the games I grew up with and understand
where the industry I work in came from. Thank you to Lighthouse, their production team for doing this and Devolver for
publishing it.. It is important history.
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I loved Her Story so I bought this on day one. Whilst this is less of a game, and more of a tv show, it's still enjoyable in the
main. There's a couple of weak bits of acting, and the young hacker in particular is terrible, but the story is interesting and the
delivery method is unique enough to keep you watching until the end. I doubt I would pick up further "seasons" though..
Delicious homegrown raw organic, non GMO, artisinal point and click adventure game.

A really fun and unique style soaks through every inch of this little game. The characters and animations and songs and dialogue
are so wacky and fun.

 There's something unique and nostalgic here that you can't possibly get from design by committee. You can tell that there's a
strong singular voice at work behind the scenes on this game and I can't wait to see what they do next.. Even for the full price,
this game is a gift!!. This game is literally real farming, so amazing realistic I love it. :). I would say the only thing questionable
about this game is the price. I personally had a lot of fun with this game. There were glitches that I have yet to figure out if it
was apart of the game, or just simple errors. I would say if you are interested in this game you should certainly play it! It left me
wondering if there was anything more or anything I missed, which in my opinion, is one of the aspects I consider when
questioning whether I like a game or not.
Also, the music was just awesome.

Here is my play through: https:\/\/youtu.be\/FNXsqTA-oUo. Good ol' fun & fast-paced murder.. Fantastic soundtrack.
Gameplay can be difficult to learn but once mastered each puzzle offers some sacticfation when completed.. It's dead, Jim.
Two servers worldwide that are always empty, on top of that the server browser doesn't work properly, so you can't even play
with friends.
Buy it only if you like playing against bots.. Chahut is love <3. I'm not a fan of mindless Match-3 games, but I do enjoy new and
innovative ideas that make you think. Chesster is a new twist on placement puzzles which will challenge your wits to plan ahead.

If you like strategy and logic games, give this one a try. It has an appropriate theme with three types of gameplay that will keep
you up at night for just one more round. All this wrapped in a friendly price tag.
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